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PREDICTION OF THERMOPLASTIC FAILURE OF A REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL
UNDER A POSTULATED CORE MELT ACCIDENT

G. Duijvestijn, J. Birchley, K. Reichlin

This paper presents the lower head failure calculations performed for a postulated accident scenario in a
commercial nuclear power plant. A postulated one inch break in the primary coolant circuit leads to dry-
out and subsequent meltdown of the core. The reference plant is a pressurised water reactor without
penetrations in the reactor vessel lower head. The molten core material accumulates in the lower head,
eventually causing failure of the vessel. The analysis investigates flow conditions in the melt pool, tem-
perature evolution in the reactor vessel wall, and structure mechanical evaluation of the vessel under
strong thermal loads and a range of internal pressures. The calculations were performed using the ADINA
finite element codes. The analysis focusses on the failure processes, time and mode of failure. The most
likely mode of failure at low pressure is global rupture due to gradual accumulation of creep strain over a
large part of the heated area. In contrast, thermoplasticity becomes important at high pressure or follow-
ing a pressure spike and can lead to earlier local failure. In situations in which part of the heat load is con-
centrated over a small area, resulting in a hot spot, local failure occurs, but not until the temperatures are
close to the melting point. At low pressure, in particular, the hot spot area remains intact until the structure
is molten across more than half of the thickness.

1 INTRODUCTION

Assessment of the source term (the release to the
environment of radioactive material from a nuclear
reactor) due to a postulated, though extremely un-
likely accident sequence is a routine part of the safety
analyses required for operation of a Nuclear Power
Plant (NPP). Such an accident would, typically, in-
volve the loss of coolant to the reactor core for an
extended period of time.

Following the loss of coolant, the fluid inventory be-
comes progressively depleted as water is boiled away
until the core itself dries out and heats up. If cooling is
not restored, the core melts down and a large mass of
molten material then slumps into the lower head of
the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). Contact between
the very hot core debris and the inner surface of the
RPV leads to failure of the vessel structure and re-
lease of radioactive fission products to the contain-
ment building. Depending on the details of the thermal
and hydraulic behaviour, and the material interactions
during the meltdown, the core material might drop to
the lower head as a single large mass or in several
partial slumpings. The material might be almost en-
tirely oxidic or contain a significant fraction of metallic
species. Upon slump it may remain as a coherent
mass or break up into fragments as it drops into the
residual water. Although the core is likely to be mainly
void of liquid at the time of slump, a significant quan-
tity of liquid may still remain in the lower head at this
time. The internal pressure might be low (a few bars)
or high (several tens of bars), nearly constant or
varying. Depending on the mode, timing and circum-
stances of the structural failure, some of the radioac-
tivity may be released to the environment. It is the
purpose of these analyses to characterise the phe-
nomena that control this chain of events, and hence
provide input with which to assess the possible
source term.

We examine a particular accident, in which a hy-
pothesized break, defined here as a circular hole one
inch in diameter, has occurred in one of the main
primary coolant pipes. It is also assumed that the
supply of emergency coolant, designed to provide
core cooling following such an accident, was not
maintained in the long term, and that the plant op-
erators did not adopt emergency measures to reduce
the system pressure.

We examine the thermal and mechanical response of
the lower head using the ADINA family of codes. The
starting point is the core slump that resulted from the
prolonged loss of core cooling and the consequent
heat up and melt-down. The initial and boundary con-
ditions for analysis of the lower head response are
obtained from results of a calculation of the system
thermal-hydraulic and core damage behaviour, using
the computer code SCDAP/RELAP5 [1]. The calcula-
tion traces the depletion of coolant, the pressure tran-
sient, the core heat up, and the meltdown which cul-
minates in slump to the lower head of molten debris
comprising slightly more than half of the core fuel
material. The SCDAP/RELAP5 analysis suggests that
the thermal attack on the vessel lower head could
take place over a wide range of internal pressures,
since the break might be too small to allow the reactor
system to depressurise by direct venting of steam.
One possibility is that emergency coolant might be
restored at a late stage in the sequence-too late,
perhaps, to interrupt the core melting or to prevent the
attack on the lower head. There is a strong likelihood,
however, of a pressure spike and hence an increased
mechanical load. We therefore examine the effect on
the failure process of transient pressure and of heat
flux distribution.

The calculation strategy is outlined in section 2, and
section 3 describes briefly the computational meth-
ods, including input assumptions and some validation.
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The thermal and mechanical response are described
in sections 4 and 5 respectively. The main findings
are presented in section 6.

2 STRATEGY

The essential part of the failure analysis method is the
finite element program package ADINA (Automatic
Dynamic Incremental Nonlinear Analysis) which fur-
nishes several main programs and a set of pre- and
post-processors. The computational procedure con-
sists of three successive stages. In the first stage, a
thermal analysis is carried out, with different thermal
boundary conditions which simulate the thermal at-
tack on an RPV in various ways. As a preliminary, a
calculation with ADINA-F is performed in order to
establish the time, temperature and spatial depend-
ence of convective heat transfer. Convection within
the molten region greatly enhances the heat flux at
the surface in comparison with thermal conduction
alone. In order to simulate the increased heat trans-
fer, we introduce [2] a multiplier for the debris con-
ductivity at temperatures above the melting point. This
multiplier for the effective conductivity used in the
ADINA-T code is related to the Nusselt number [3] for
the melt pool. The code ADINA-T allows for a wide
variety of boundary conditions as well as for tem-
perature dependence of the material constitutive
properties. In the thermal analysis, only the original
geometry of the structure can be considered. Influ-
ence on the heat transfer from deformations which,
for instance, result from the thermal expansion or
from the melting material, is not taken into account.

In the second stage, a stress analysis is performed
assuming the thermally induced loads computed be-
fore, but without any further interactions with the
thermal analysis. Both dead weight and pressure can
be applied as mechanical loads. ADINA allows arbi-
trary, nonlinear stress-strain relations, ranging from
elastic to fully plastic behaviour, including creep ef-
fects, all with temperature dependence.

In the third stage, the solution found in time incre-
ments must be checked to verify whether local or
global failure of the RPV occurs, i.e through a small
breach or by tearing off a large part of the lower head.
For this check, special termination criteria (based on
melting point TMp and ultimate strain eu) are used
within the computer code to establish from which
conditions onwards the character of the problem has
fundamentally changed.

Modelling parameters and computational procedures
have been thoroughly validated against small scale
experiments in the CORVIS project [2,4,5], an ex-
perimental program conducted at PSI to investigate
phenomena involved in the failure process of an RPV
when subjected to contact by molten core material.

3 METHOD

3.1 Temperature field

The FE thermal model of the lower head consists of
conduction elements with appropriate boundary con-
ditions. The model represents the whole of the lower
head hemispherical shell and the region inside occu-
pied by debris. The lower head shell has an inner
radius of 2.225 m, and a thickness of 0.131 m. A variety
of treatments are used for the heat transfer from the
top surface to overlying water or to other structures
inside the RPV. Retro-radiation from internal struc-
tures in the RPV is also taken into account. The initial
temperatures are prescribed. According to the differ-
ent debris materials, the model is divided into element
groups with different material properties.

Firstly, we assume perfect contact between debris
and RPV shell. This is an essential point in determin-
ing the course of failure. As already seen in the TMI-2
accident [6], the formation of a debris crust on the
inner surface of the RPV shell and the subsequent
opening of a gap at this interface can strongly reduce
the heat flux and hence modify the thermal evolution
of the RPV shell. The bounding assumption of perfect
contact tends to predict an earlier failure time. If ther-
mal resistance due to a gap is assumed at the inter-
face between debris and RPV shell, the failure proc-
ess might be considerably slower.

Input parameters as taken form the SCDAP/RELAP5
calculation are: The slumped debris mass consists of
48805 kg UO2> 5575 kg ZrO2, 7964 kg Zr, and
2121 kg Ag. We consider the silver to be segregated
down from the homogeneous bulk debris to form a
separate lower layer without heat generation. Initial
temperature of the debris mixture is 2200°C, of the
silver 235°C; the shell is at 135°C. The power density
for the assumed conditions and time after reactor
shutdown is 1.13 MW/m3, based on ANS decay heat
tables. The outside surface of the shell is confined
and insulated; therefore we impose an adiabatic
boundary condition.

In order to investigate spatial effects of distributed
heat flux of the debris to the RPV shell, we introduce
a full 3-D model with a defined hot spot. This model is
restricted to only the RPV shell, to which a prescribed
heat flux distribution is imposed with the same total
heat transfer as the spatially and temporally averaged
heat flux calculated in the axisymmetric case. We
considered a hot spot area of 0.045 m2, with a heat
flux of 300 kW/m2, and a uniformly distributed heat
flux of 60 kW/m2 elsewhere on the part of the inside
surface of the shell in contact with debris.
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Fig. 1: Mechanical material properties of 20 MnMoNi 5 5

3.2 Thermal convection

In order to provide additional confidence in the ther-
mal conduction calculation method, and to identify the
heat driven flow patterns, which themselves deter-
mine the spatial distribution of heat transfer, we per-
formed a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calcula-
tion with the ADINA-F code. The model [4] encom-
passes all those features of the problem which are
incorporated in the ADINA-T calculation. The RPV
shell is considered to remain intact, and not to un-
dergo any ablation. This is modelled by fixing the
velocity degrees of freedom. Thermal conductivity
was set to the nominal values for the prevailing condi-
tions.

3.3 Structural mechanics

The structural problem concerns the RPV shell only.
Dead weight of the debris and internal pressure are
introduced by application of a pressure loading on the
inside shell surface. The shell is hinged along its top
edge, with no displacement in the vertical direction.

The solution for the shell temperature distribution was
modified such that all temperatures above the melting
point of the shell were reset to this value in order to
reduce numerical problems. A certain minimal load
carrying threshold is specified for this temperatures.
Those elements exceeding the melting temperature
were then considered to have failed and provide no
structural strength.

The material of the RPV bottom shell is the reactor
steel 20 MnMoNi 5 5, similar to US-referenced ASTM
SA 533 Class B. Mechanical material properties were
obtained from experimental results [7,8,9,10] for re-
actor steels. Fig. 1 shows the parameters used in this
analysis. We used a temperature dependent set of
multi-linear stress-strain curves with a separate im-
proved Norton creep law formulated by Graham and
Walles, implemented in ADINA as the multi-parameter
expression [11]:

with

Ao

0.059 1.73

A2

0.272

A7

9.2 103

We found these parameters with the help of a least
square interpolation [12] based on the Marquardt-
Levenberg algorithm, without using the Lagrange
multiplier, to fit to discrete time-strain relations [9] at
different constant temperature and constant stress
levels.

A 3x3 Euler backward implicit integration was adopted
to solve the structure mechanical equations. Equilib-
rium iterations were performed after each time step
with the iterative solver using a full Newton scheme
with line search. The axisymmetric stress and strain
fields are representated with 9 node elements with 3
pressure degrees of freedom (u/p formulation). We
also investigate spatial effects with a full 3-D calcula-
tion, using 27 node elements, with 9 pressure de-
grees of freedom. We chose the Updated Lagrange-
Hencky formulation [13] to account for large dis-
placements and large strains. For plastic deformation
we included the von Mises yield criterion, isotropic
hardening and the associated flow rule.

The temperature transients corresponding to the axi-
symmetric and concentrated heat flux distributions
described in section 3.1 provide the starting points for
the mechanical response. In each case we investigate
the failure process under both a constant pressure
loading of 2 MPa, simplified from the SCDAP/RELAP5
transient results, and the effect of a pressure spike of
up to 17 MPa. Finally we determine the critical pres-
sure load (i.e. the pressure at which immediate failure
occurs) at several discrete times, for both temperature
histories.
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Fig. 2: Simulation of necking in a tensile rod, with
deformed mesh superimposed on test rod.

3.4 Validation

The numerical methods and material behaviour have
been extensively validated against experimental data.
In this way models that simulate the separate proc-
esses involved in the RPV failure process have been
individually qualified. To verify the ability to calculate
correctly the large plastic strains, the hardening, and
the transition to multi-axial stress, we calculate the
necking and failure of a bar placed under tension. The
bar is made of 20 MnMoNi 5 5 steel [14] - the same
kind as used for the RPV. Fig. 2 shows that the load-
elongation curve is followed correctly, and the necking
process at the centre of the tensile rod is rendered
accurately. A small geometric imperfection was intro-
duced in order to initiate bifurcation leading to a multi-
axial stress state at the tensile rod centre.

The COR VIS project has provided a large amount of
data with which to validate our models for simulation
of several physical processes acting together: heat
transfer between different materials, melting, radiation
and convection, operating in conjunction with each
other. Fig. 3 shows the use of the strain based failure
criterion applied to the CORVIS 03/1 [15] experiment.
In this experiment a penetration tube was exposed to
a flowing iron melt at 2300°C, and failed a short time
after first contact with the melt. The thermal transient,
subsequent melting and plastic failure of the tube was
modelled satisfactorily with appropriate assumptions.
We found good agreement between calculated and
experimental failure time and location.

Original
i i

4.3 mm

Deformed

2.2 mm

Elastic

Plastic

Failed

Fig. 3: Simulation of drain line tube failure in the
CORVIS 03/1 experiment.

4 TEMPERATURE EVOLUTION

The influence of several parameters on the tempera-
ture transient have been documented in [16]. Here,
we restrict attention to a base case following the tran-
sient scenario [1] calculated with SCDAP/RELAP5.
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Fig. 4: Temperature distribution and flow field at 150 s.

Velocity
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4.1 Flow field

The CFD calculation in this analysis provide qualita-
tive support for the models for heat transport used
here. There is a dependence of the heat fluxes on the
azimuthal position on the shell inner surface, with the
largest heat fluxes towards the top of the melt pool.
The CFD calculation shows how the thermal gradients
drive a natural convection within the pool. At the very
early stage the flow is almost entirely restricted to a
thin boundary layer near the wall. After a few minutes
the layer begins to diffuse into the bulk fluid, while in
addition, the internal heat generation drives an up-
ward flow within the region molten fuel. Mechanical
shear at the interface with the lower layer containing
metallic control material induces circulation in that
region also. After about 150 s a slowly varying flow
pattern has evolved, (Fig. 4). The flow can be char-
acterised by a Reynolds number of about 10, and a
Rayleigh number of about 1012.

The initial thermal gradient close to the RPV shell
thus dictates the early evolution of the flow field in the
melt. This is in contrast with a slower development
that might be expected as a result of internal heat
generation alone, starting from uniform temperature
throughout the melt and RPV structure. The thermal

Temperature *C

i 1400

hotspot model axisymmetric model

Fig. 5: Temperature distribution of axisymmetric
and hot spot cases at t = 6000 s.

boundary layer thus accelerates the evolution of the
internal circulation. The hotter flares in Fig. 4 show
the temperature gradient along the colder RPV wall.
This gradient acts as a driving force for convective
circulation. The heat fluxes along the RPV wall inside
surface are therefore clearly larger than those ob-
tained by ADINA-T. According to this relation, the
conduction multiplier of 100 adopted for the ADINA-T
calculation might be a bit low. Asfia and Dhir [3] pro-
pose a relation between the Rayleigh number and the
Nusselt number for hemispherical geometries, where
the Nusselt number provides an appropriate conduc-
tivity multiplier for use in a solid element model.

4.2 Temperature fields

The presence of debris in the lower head results in
heating of most of the RPV shell towards its melting
point (1500°C) over a time period of 9000 s.

Fig. 5 shows the contrast between the thermal evolu-
tion in the shell for the nearly uniform (axisymmetric)
and concentrated heat flux (hot spot) cases. The hot
spot is located where the surface is inclined at an
angle of 24°, and occupies an area of 0.045 m2.
Melting at the inner surface first occurs at about
3500 s in the hot spot centre. Temperatures on the
inside surface in the hot spot at this time are about
750°C higher than for the axisymmetric case. On the
outside surface this difference is about 350°C.

5 MECHANICAL RESPONSE

The mechanical response shows two different
mechanisms which lead to failure. The creep proc-
esses dominate mechanical failure under relatively
low mechanical loads. At higher loads, plastic effects
become more important in the path to failure. Ther-
moplasticity is caused by mutual interaction between
two effects: plasticity induced by the increasing load
and reduction of the material strength due to the rising
temperature. The relative importance of these two
depends on the conditions and differs for the various
cases examined.
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Fig. 6: Circumferential stresses through the shell
thickness, axisymmetric case, p = 2MPa.

5.1 Axisymmetric response

The axisymmetric case under constant pressure
demonstrates mainly creep effects. A slight plastifica-
tion occurs at the start of the transient, but after initial
hardening accumulated plastic strains do not in-
crease. Thermal expansion on the inside surface in-
duces a compression band (Fig. 6) which propagates
through the thickness of the shell as the temperature
profile evolves. The compressive stresses on the shell
inside cause tensile stresses towards the outside of
the shell. When a sufficiently large portion of the shell
has heated up throughout the thickness, the material
integrity starts to degrade, which results in stress
release. The RPV shell starts sagging strongly at
5000 s although the stresses are well below the yield
limit.

0 2000 4000 6000 6000 0 2000 4000 6000 8000

time [s] time [8]

Fig. 7: Strains at several locations at the outside
shell, axisymmetric model, p = 2 MPa.

Fig. 7 shows accumulation of total strains at a similar
rate at several shell locations, which indicates that
creep induced global failure is most likely to occur.
Even when failure occurs at one isolated location, the

adjacent regions are already close to failure. A maxi-
mal displacement of 80 mm at the bottom of the shell
has developed at the time of failure. Temperatures at
failure range from 1300°C at the inside surface to
1050°C at the outside surface in the hottest region.

5.2 Hot spot response

Despite the comparatively large thermal gradient in
the direction leading away form the hot spot, the
stresses through the thickness show a similar behav-
iour to those in the axisymmetric case. However the
stress level in the hot spot is considerably higher. Fig.
8 demonstrates the hardening effect of the compres-
sion band propagating through the thickness. Initially,
the yield stress increases through hardening from the
inside surface outwards. With increasing temperature
the material weakens, as can be seen from the de-
creasing yield stress. When the outer surface starts to
weaken, the constraining effect on the compressive
stress state on the shell inside reduces, and the shell
can deform more freely outwards. The region around
the hot spot pole is mostly under tension from the

Fig. 8:

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

wall thickness [mm]

Stress progression and hardening through the
shell thickness in the hot spot, p = 2 MPa.
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Fig. 9: Strain history at hot spot centre, inner and
outer surface, p = 2 MPa

start of the transient onwards, but well below the yield
limit. In a late stage (Fig. 9), the yield stress has low-
ered so much that the outside surface accumulates
plastic deformation again, at a very fast rate, and
failure occurs quickly after this moment. The inside
surface is still under compression, and does not ac-
cumulate strains in such a dramatic way.

A different mechanism operates at very low internal
pressure. In that case, the difference in failure time
between the uniformly heated up shell and the hot
spot case is relatively small. The colder area around
the hot spot confines the very much weaker material

Original Deformed

146.9 mm 25.8 mm

in the hot spot centre until a very late stage. Failure
occurs when outside temperatures in the hot spot
centre approach melting, and already half of the shell
thickness is molten. The hot spot does not experience
creep failure at temperatures which would lead to
global failure when the shell is heated uniformly. In-
stead, the hot spot fails through thermoplastic effects
at high temperatures.

5.3 Pressure peak

The path to failure following an increase in pressure
depends on the relative magnitudes of temperature,
temperature gradient and pressure, and on the hot
spot location. The parameters are too many to allow a
simple general statement of the failure mechanism.
Obviously the hot spot area is pushed outwards to
failure. Fig. 10 shows such a deformed structure after
a pressure peak.

Deformed
I I

29.6 mm
Accumulated effective

plastic strain
I 0.25

0.20

! 0.15

0.10

0.05

0.00

Fig. 10: Deformed structure with hot spot tempera-
ture loading at 5500 s, p = 8.95 MPa.

Fig. 11: Effective plastic strains on deformed struc-
ture at 4000 s, p = 17.30 MPa.

Plastification begins at the outside of the structure in
all cases (Fig. 9 and Fig. 11), due to the high ther-
mally induced tensile stresses. These would normally
result in material failure occurring first near the outer
surface. However, the failure strain of 20 MnMoNI 5 5
steel increases with temperature to reach a maximum
at 750°C, and then decreases as the material is
heated further. Although in most of the cases ana-
lysed, failure begins at the outside, in the example
shown in Fig. 12 the pressure increase occurs when
the local structural temperature is already well above
this maximum point. As a result the failure criterion is
first reached at the hotter inner surface. Whether fail-
ure is initiated at the inner or outer surface therefore
depends not only on the material characteristics but
also on the thermal and mechanical loading histories.
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Fig. 12: Detail of structure with failed elements directly
before failure at 5000 s, p = 11.56 MPa.

The pressure needed to provoke rupture, defined as
occurring when the material has failed right across the
thickness of the shell, is shown at several discrete
times during heating of the shell, in both the axisym-
metric and hot spot cases (Fig. 13). There is a smooth
decrease in rupture pressure with increasing time,
and hence temperature.

The hot spot cases show clearly a localised failure
with breach diameter smaller than the hot spot size. In
the axisymmetric case under pressure (Fig. 14) the
region where large plastic strains occur is also small,
relative to the size of the hottest area of the shell. It is
therefore plausible that even in this case a local fail-
ure might occur, because the RPV system will de-
pressurise quickly as soon as a breach forms and
halt the failure process. This situation contrasts with
the low pressure case examined in section 5.1, where
creep deformation is the principal mechanism. This
indicates that a small variation in temperature distri-
bution can induce local failure under high pressure.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

The analysis has investigated the processes likely to
play a dominant role in the failure of an RPV when
subjected to extreme heat loads, following a core melt
accident. We identified the respective roles of creep
and thermoplasticity as the main controlling proc-
esses in the path to failure. Both high stress due to
increasing mechanical load and thermal stresses, and
the decreasing material strength caused by increased
temperatures will cause plastic deformation.

When the RPV shell is subjected to a nearly uniform
heating at low pressure, creep effects play a dominant
role, and a global failure is expected at temperatures
well below the melting point after about 7800 s for the
assumed conditions. In the event of a pressure peak,
plastic effects become more important, and an earlier
local failure may occur, even when the shell has been
heated fairly uniformly. This somewhat surprising
result is due to the fact that the yield stress is quite
sensitive to temperature, so that a small region can
deform plastically while nearby locations at a slightly
lower temperature remain below the yield limit. Aver-
age shell temperatures at rupture typically range from
900°C, following a very sharp spike, and 1200°C, in
the event of a minor pressure increase. The time
needed to reach these temperatures is between 4000
to 8000 s.

If the RPV shell is subjected to a concentrated heat
load but with the same total heating power as for the
nearly uniform heat flux, failure does not take place
under low pressure until melting temperatures have
been reached through more than half the shell thick-
ness. This was found to occur at 6800 s. The RPV
however experiences local failure at an earlier time
than would occur under the uniform heating se-
quence. Average shell temperatures in the hot spot
range from 1250°C to almost melting temperature at
the time of failure under pressure. For the pressure

Accumulated effective
plastic strain

0.12

i Temperature ['C|
1 " 900

Original Deformed

0 0 9 116.3 mm 116.3 mm

0.06

0.03

0.00

Fig. 13: Rupture pressures for both heat up sequen-
ces based on average shell temperature.

Fig. 14: Effective plastic strains and shell tem-
perature on deformed structure at 6300 s,
p= 15.69 MPa.
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range considered rupture occurs between 4000 s and
7000 s.

Further refinement of the simulation can be expected
with some new code features, where the pressure
load is transmitted across failed elements, and a
melting criterion can also be used to eliminate ele-
ments from the finite element model.
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